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.·Weirs of the conventional shape are amenable to. 

analysis· based on an assumption of one-dimensional flow· ·and 

a number of computational .routines have been. developed for 

this type.of transition.problem. When critical flow occurs 

in a highly non-uniform section, a more sophisticated approach 

is n·ecess.ary. 
. 	 . 

In conjunction with laboratory tests on a.typical 

compound control, a mathematical mode~ was formulated for the 

development of th~ stage-disch~rge relation~ It is felt 

that th.is mbdel will .allow an accurate prediction for \"ater 

quantity from fluctuating sourcesQ 
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CHAPTER 1 


1.1 INTRODUCTION 


In recent years, it has been fully understood that 

reliable records of water quantity are needed as a basis for 

developments that utilize water in any considerable amounts. 

For this reason, there has been an increasing demand for 

gauging structures, that measure a wide range of stream flow 

with high accuracy. 

Although the sensitivity of the stage-discharge rela-· 

tion is important at nll watsr levels, it iz usuully of pri~ 

mary importance at low stages. The principal reason for the 

construction of artificial controls is the desirability of 

improving discharge measurements at low flows, since this is 

the critical period for design consideration. I.n addition 

to the above stipulation, the following criteria for the 

design of an artificial control section must also be con

sidered; 

1. The constriction must be designed in such a 

manner that the control is functional over the entire range 

of minimum to maximum flows. 

2. The crest profile should be designed in such a 

way that drift material will not lodge on the crest and cause 

increased backwater upstream. 

1 
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3. Turbulent flow below the critical control may 

cause considerable erosion· due to turbulence·. In order to 

prevent turbulence the downstream face of the control should 

be _designed so that the dire·ction of flow will have a large 

horizontal component~ 

4. · Field calibration· should ·be .unnecessary or cit 

least minimal. 

5~ Both ·construction and maintenance costs should 

be. held to a· minimum.· · 

6. The downstream face of the control_ should be. con

structed so that the nappe will cling to it at all times:, in 

order to prevent discontinuities in tbe _stage discharge re

lationship .. 

·Although· the sharp-crested weir and the sharp-edged· 

no~ches of the trapezoidal, v~shape, or rectangula_r shape 

·give accurate re~ults .at low flows, they are not practic~_l 

for obtaining stream flow records for the following reasons; 

.1. 	 The cost of construction is generally high • 

. 2. Unless a combination of ·shapes is used a sharp

crested weir will suffer due to inaccuracies at 

.low flows... 

3. 	 ·The sharp-edged metal blades require considerable 

maintenance, and in_ some cases may be damaged by 

floating debris • 

.4. A non-erodible bed is nece·ssary downstream to · 

prevent erosion due to the large vertical compo

nent of flow. 
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Except under very special conditions, when the dis

charge of a stream is so regulated that low flows do not 

occur, artificial broad-crested controls with horizontal 

crests generally will not be sufficiently sensitive, and for 

1this reason they are seldom built. The combination of a

ninety degree V-notch plate in an artificial concrete control 

as shown in Figure 1.1 is equally unacceptable. The notch, 

though providing some increase in sensitivity for low stages 

would require continual maintenance and would also be very 

suspectible to dr~ft material. In addition, this type of 

section would require extensive field calibration in the 

transitional range. 

F.IGURE 1.1 COMBINATION V-NOTCH AND STRAIGHT CREST 
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A design which has been found to be partially effec

tive consists of a crest with a catenary or parabolic profile. 

The Trenton and Colwabus2 type deep notch control has a cross

section similar to that shown in Figure 2, thus· avoiding some 

of the disadvantages of the sharp crested weirs. The section 

combines a large capacity with a reasonable sensitivity at 

lower discharges. The critical drawback of this section type 

is the necessity for calibration of the stage-discharge rela

tionship. If a model is used for this purpose, both the 

model and prototype must be carefully constructed to similar 

specifications in order to ensure that the derived rating 

curve will apply in'the field. With curved shapes such as 

Typical Section 


FIGURE 1. 2 COL Uf~B US CONTROL 
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those in Figure 1.2, duplication of geometry would be very 

difficult. This type of section may vary in geometric sim

ilitude for each river profile being gauged, and because of· 

this a calibration model would be necessary for each proto~ 

type installation. This cost factor alone, limits extensive 

use of the Columbus and Trenton type control section as a 

flow measuring device. 

In ~ngland, a modification of the triangular profile 

Crump3 weir was developed for the purpose of measuring a wide 

range of flows. Illustration 1.3 shows the general layout 

for this type of control. 

~..,~ 
....-:.. ' r""/1 ~~77;fTTlt 

FIGURE 1.3 COMPOUND CRUMP WEIR 
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The basic philosophy of the design is based on the 

assumption that each section acts independently as a two

di~ensional control. Low flows pass over the lower (lowest) 

sill only and therefore an increase in flow measurement sen

sitivity is achieved for small discharges. During periods 

of above average discharge all sections contribute to the 

capacity of the control section thereby allowing a measure

ment of reasonable accuracy and quantity for peak stage periods. 

Due to the simple geometric shape specifications for 

the section, construction can easily be achieved. Laboratory 

calibration has become unnecessary for each individual proto

type due to the similarity in shape between each prototype. 

Althuu.glt ove:r i:.hirt.y of these compound Crump \oleirs 

have been constructed in Britain, they are generally con

sidered unacceptable in Canada. Because the divide piers 

are above the water level, ice sheets developed during winter 

months will lodge on these walls and, especially in the spring 

breakup period, they may cause structural failure of the 

divide piers or even the entire control section. Other secon

dary criticisms of the divider piers include construction 
' 

costs, the possibility of river debris being caught between 

piers, and also their unsightly appearance. 

The primary purpose of this research is, therefore, 

to develop suitable stage-discharge relationships for a com

pound control section similar to that shown in Figure 1.3, 

but with the removal of all interior dividing piers. This 
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type of·section could be used successfully with much less dan

ger of debris entrapment or ice jamming. Obviously the cost 

would also be greatly reduced if the divide piers could be 

abandonedg With the use of a laboratory model, .an attempt 

was made to develop a suitable scheme for any compound control 

of similar profile~ 

A secondary purpose of this study is an attempt to 

gain some insight concerning the properties of three-dimen

sional flow at a compound constriction~ It is anticipated 

that the data collected from the series of laboratory experi

ments might some day be useful to those confronted by this 

problem. 

Cha.pter II disc,ls~;es t:he ~ppa.ratu~ ~nn inst:rnmenti'lti.o:n 

used for the model study. Laboratory tests and the develop

ment of a suitable mathematical model are described in Chap

ter III. A computerized stage-discharge relation is developed 

·for any compound prototype section and conclusions regarding 

performance and preference are discussed in Chapter IV. 



CHAPTER II 


EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION 


2 .1 FLUME INSTALLATION 

Due to the lack of available ·facilities, a recircula

ting flume wa~ designed by the author for the purposes of 

this study. Figure 2.1 shows both plan and elevation of the 

apparatus designed. 

Recirculation was achieved using a 2.5 cusec centri 

fugal pump, while quantity regulation was achieved using a 

six-inch gate valve, installed in the discharge line down

stream of the meteri'r&g orifice. 

The delivery tank is wider than the test channel to 

allow _the introduc'tion of a streamlined convergence between 

the tank and the working section of the channel. This con

vergence assists in the development of smooth flow in the 

test channel. In conjunction with the convergence, two 

smoothing screens as shown in Figure 2.1, were also added 

· fc;>r the purpose of promoting a uniform distribution of velo' 

city. The downstream tank supplies the necessary reservoir 

for the one stage centrifugal pump~ 

The test channel is 10 feet in length, with a smooth 

painted bottom (30 inches wide) and plexiglass sides (18 

8 
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inches high). The control sections are positioned with the 

crest six feet downstream from the delivery tank in order to 

ensure that ~ suitable reach of established flow for measuring 

the upstream stage is available. A hydraulic jUmp was induced 

immediately downstream of the control in order to sustain the 

maximum possible sump depth. This depth ensured that air 

entrainment due to pump suction would be kept to a minimum. 

2.2 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT 

A 900 USGM (2·. 005 cfs) mercury manometer was used in 

conjunction with an orifice plate installed in the six-inch 

return line upstream of the control valve. A series of volu

met..r::lc flovt measurem~nts were carried out in oraer to check 

the calibration of the meter. A comparison of results proved 

the meter accurate·to within the readable divisions of the 

static scale (± 2.5 USGM or± 0.0056 cfs). Normally the 

meter remained untouched for several minutes before a reading 

was taken to ensure stabilization. 

At 	low flow (Q = 2000 USGM) 


E q 
(% error) = ± 2.5*100/200 = 1.25% 


At high flows (Q = 900 USGM) 


Eq· (% error) = ± 2.5*100/900 = 0.28% 


2.3 WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENT 

The upstream water level was obtained using a point 

depth gauge with an electronic sensing device, that indicated 
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when contact with the water surface had been made. The gauge 

was found to read consistently to ± 0.01 inches. Since the 

.·water depths were generally less than 12 inches, the maximum 
0 01 . 

percentage error is equal to Ewl = -f2-*100 = 0~09%. The 

water levels readings were taken at three equal intervals 

across the channel to ensure accuracy in the measurement. 

Because these water level measurements are used for 

the computation of.total head, there are two factors which 

must be .considered. when determining the distance from the 

weir crest to the poi~t upstream where gauging is to take 

place. The distance m~st be sufficiently short so that the 

head losses due to friction may be neglected but must however, 

extend far enough upstream to be free of local drawdown 

effects. During the course of the experiments it was found 

that a suitable upstream distance is approximately ten times 

the height of the upstream water level exceeding the crest. 

2.4 VELOCITY MEASUREMENT 

A propeller type velocity meter was used to find 

velocity distribution in the channel upstream of the constric

tion. This measurement was used for calculation of the 

Coriolis coefficient. The range of the instrument was from 

2.5 to 150 centimeters per seconds In the 2.5 to 30 range, 


the device was accurate to 0 .. 2 centimeters per second and 


in the 30.0 to 150 range the accuracy was 1 centimeter per 


second.• 
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2$5 CHANNEL GEOMETRY 


The crest and channel width was measured to within 

± 0.03 inches in 30.0 inches in several positions above tbe 

channel floor giving a maximum error of 0.17%. 

In elevation, the section crests were accurate to . 

0.03 inches in 4 inches with a 1.25% maximum error. There

fore, E (error in crest level) = ± 0.03 inches,cl 


E (error in crest width) = ± 0.03 inches. 
cw 

2~6 TOTAL HEAD CALCULATION 

The energy level above the crest calculated at the 

upstream measuring section is given by the following equation.: 

2.1 


where 	z = crest height, _, 

WL = water level, 

Q = discharge, 

A = cross-sectional area at the section, 

G ~ acceleration due to gravity. 

Using the maximum errors for the variables in Equation 2.1, 

the maximum ex~or for energy level may·be calculated as 

shown below. 

± -
2G 

2.2 ... 

2.-3.Eh = ± 0.0036 ft 
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The error in discharge due to the relative error in 

head may now he calculated. It is generally. accepted that 

the discharge formula. may be written as· 
Q = CBHl.S 2.4 

where c·=. coefficient of discharge, 

B =crest width. 

Equation 2.4 ·expressed. in. differential form becomes. 

"dQ = l.SCBH1/ 2dH 2.5 

· Substitution of Equ~ti9n ·2. 4. g~ves. 

dQ _ -3dH
Q- 2H .· 2.6 

For· small, finite. increments, this may be expressed as follO\'IS 

l\Q - ~H- 1.5 1I .2. 70 

.·Therefore, the· percentage error in the computed dis

charge is 1."5 times the percentage error in the observed· 

head. For.the error in energy level as computed above (Equa

tion·2.3),.th~ percentage error in discharge may be 6alculated 

for any head as shoWn in Figure· 2.2. 

2.7 WEIR PROFILE 

.In order to easily form a series of compound sections, 

the control profile under investigation was _composed of 

section~. Each section was 6 inches wide· five sections 

thus filling the breadth of the channel - and formed with an 

http:tion�2.3),.th
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upstream slope of 1:3.5, a downstream slope of 1:4.0, and a 

.height at the crest of 4.0 inches. In order to achieve com

pound crests.the individual weir segments were raised on rec

tangular blocks as shown in Figure 2.3. 

As discussed in Section 3.1, the truncation effect 

due to the rectangular blocks does not significantly effect 

the discharge section properties. As discussed by Burgess 

and White4 , an acceptable truncation point was 2.0H for a 

1:5 slope downstr·eam, and 1. OH for a 1:2 slope Upstream. 

Since H was never gre·ater than 0. 5 of a foot over the trun

cated sections, it would seem reasonable to assume that the 

1:3.5 upstream slope and the 1:4 downstream slope which are 

both 14 inches in length will not be adver~P.Jy P.f'f.ected by 

truncation. 

The sections were constructed of concrete with the 

upper surface sanded smooth to minimize rough turbulence. 

The crests were accurate to 0.03 inches in the vertical and 

horizontal directionso All cracks were sealed to prevent 

leakage with modeling clay. 

Since the section slopes effect the discharge rela

tion, the profile chosen allows a comparison with the experi

ments performed by Burgess and White4 on the Crump weir 

(upstre~ slope l: 2, dot--rnstream 1 o 5) • 

It was felt that this slope may be superior to the 

Crump type for the following reasons; 

1. Since the change in angle at the crest is substan

http:adver~P.Jy
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tially reduced, it is mor~ probable that the nappe will cling 

to the downstream face of the control at all· t.ime~. 

2. The decrease in upstream slope will cause a more 

gradual transition to· take plac~ •. 

3. The decrease in ups~ream slope will make· ··deposi

tion Of Sediment materialS. le.SS likely 1 . Since the .UpStream 

velocity.should change less rapidly. 
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CHAPTER III 


THEORETICAL AND TEST RESULTS 


3$1 THE CONTINUOUS PROFILE 

A logical starting point in developing a suitable 

stage-discharge relation for a compound section is a two

dimensional study of the discharge characteristics for the 

continuous section shown in Figure 3.1. 

Ycr- ! 
II 

1 2j

l I 


y 

~ 

2 

FIGURE 3.1 SIMPLE CONTINUOUS SECTION 

The total head5 over a specified vertical section is 

given by the expression 

where E = total head at the section, 

y water depth, 

18 
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V = mean velocity, 


G = acceleration due to gravity,. 


a·= Coriolis coefficient, 


B = pressure coefficie~t 1 . 


Z = channel bottom measurement relat1ve to a fi.xed datum. · 


The Coriolis c6effici~nt is a.correctiofi coeffi~ient
v2 

for the velocity head _2G as a result of nonuniform distribu

tion bf velocities over ·the channel section. 

In parallel flow the pressure ·is hydrostatic, and the' 

. ·pressure head may be represented by y. The pressur~ hea.d 

for curvilinear flow ·may be represented by Sy where S is. a 

correct'ion coefficient for a nonhydro~tatic pre"ss.ure distri 

bution resulting from the accelerative forces on t.he cnrv:L

linear flow. 

The elevation of the energy line above the lower 

-boundary may be written simply as the sum of the velocity 

head and . de.p'th. 
v2 

.H=E-Z. Sy +a- 3.22G. 

This quantity ls commonly known as the specific energy 

H, or the .energy referred to a datum which is coincident with 

the lowermos·t stream-fine. 

· In two-dimensional flow,.the rate of·discharge (q) 

per unit width of section is the product of the average 

velocity.and· depth. Equation 3.2 thus becomes 

·H = a + By 3 •. 3 . 2
2G(yB) 
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where 	Q = total discharge for the section, 

B = channel breath. 

At section 1..;.1 in Figure· 3 .1, the flow is parallel, 

therefore the coefficient S·is equal to.unity. The velocity 

coefficient generally may·be shown to be only slightly greater 

·th.an un~ty for a unifo.rm channel as dis.cussed in se~ti~n 3.2, 

and for this reason may be reasonably assumed equal to unity 

(i.e.· a·= 1). 

Equation 3.3 ·at section 1-1 thus becomes 

3.4 

If it is·ass~"'!lcd thut a criti~al :;c=~icn occuA:.s·at 

section ~-2 (i.e. the point mini~um specific energy for con

stant discharge) the first derivative of Equation 3.3 must 

here be· equal to zeto. 

.H 3.5 cr 

3.6 

~ . _cr GB 1.5 3.7a 	 YcrQ ·fiicr .. 

·using Equations 3 .. 5 and 3.6, the following.relation

ship between critical energy and critical ·depth may be found 

http:unifo.rm
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H - 1 sa y 3.8cr - • cr cr 

Substitution of Her for Ycr in Equation 3.7 yields the 

discharge relationship as given below 

0 544/G B H l.S
• cr

Q = 3.9 

acr1acr 

Since both a and a vary with the quantity of flow over 

the section, Equation 3.9 may be written as follows 

1 • 5Q = 0 544C IGBH. 3.10a
• f cr 

1where 3.10b 
!3 .;;;:cr cr 

The horizontal distance between section 1-1 and 2-2 

in Figure 3.1 is small and the energy at the two sections 

should be equal. Thus 

3.11 

If the value of cf is known for any given upstream 

water level and critical section geometry, the quantity of 

flow may be calculated iteratively using Equations 3.1, 3.10 

and 3.11. 

It should be noted that Equation 3.10 is based on the 

premise that a critical section occurs at the crest. Many 

writers have described the location of the critical depth 
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as being a short distance upstream of the brink or overfall. 

This is the point in the drawdown profile where the depth is 

equal to the_parallel-flow critical depth, i.e. the section 

where, assuming a = 8 = 1.0, the Froude No. V//!G.y = 1.0.cr . 
If the critical specific energy is properly defined using both 

a and 13 the Froude number becomes ~ V Obviously 
· 	 J~ {Gycr 

if the values of a·and 8 are not unity the true critical sec

tion will not be coincident with the parallel flow location 

for critical depth. 

A series of experiments was performed in order to 

determine the value of the discharge coefficient given in 

Equation 3.10. Both truncated and simple sections WP.~P t.Psted 

i.n order to check the effect of both truncation and an increase 

in weir height on the discharge coefficient. The results of 

the test are shown in Appendix C, Tables 1 to 3. 

Within 	the range of the experimental results it was 
6

d . 	 •t• 1found that a log-log plot of 1scharge versus cr1 1ca energy 

(Ftgure 3.2) was a straight line thus yielding a relationship 

of the general form 

Q = aHb 	 3.12 
cr 

where a and b are constants dependent on the Q versus Her 

curve e s·olving for the two constants for the line drawn in 

Figure 3.1, Equation 3ol2 becomes 

3.13 
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·Substituting Equation 3.13 into Equation 3.10 yields 

the following relationship for the discharge coefficient 

0.0825cf = 1.2930 H 3.14 cr 

This function is shown graphically in Figure 3.3. The illu

stration also shows the dimensionless discharge coefficient 

as found by Burgess and White for the Crump weir. 

The value of the coefficient is greater than unity 

for any value of Her• This is to be expected from an exami

nation of Equati_on 3 •. lOa. The value of S is less than one 

for the case in question, and the square root of the velocity 

coefficient is very close to unity. Therefore, the inverse 

of the product of the above mentioned quc:tnt-J_ +-~te~ - i -~ _ 

will be in all probability be greater than un.ity. 

Since Equation 3.10 is implicit, the solution for dis

charge must be accomplished indirectly. The H term is calcr 
·culated using Equation 3.2, where it is necessary that the 

discharge Q be known. The indirect solution for discharge. 

may be calculated using the method outlined in the flow 

chart below. 

Equation 3.10 is of course only suitable for uniform 

crested sections, and a refinement of this discharge rela

tion is necessary for compound weir sections. 
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Set initial Her equal to the 
upstream water level (y ) minus

1the control height (Z) 

IFind Q 

I 
from Equation 3 .·10 :r--------~ 

jFind H 
I 

from Equation 3.21 
I 

If (H-II r)/H is greater than 0.01% yes~·
-~0 

0 

!sToP( 

3.2 CROSS-SECTIONAL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 

As a·result of non-uniform velocity distribution in 

the approach channel, the velocity head is al"'1ays greater 
. . 

than the value g~ven by v2/2G, where Vis the mean velocity 

for the section. The true velocity head may be expressed as 

2in Equation 3.2 (aV /2G) where a is defined as the kinetic 

energy or Coriolis coefficient in honour of G. Coriolis7 who 

first proposed it. The magnitude of the coefficient is depen

dent on velocity distribution, which in turn is affected by 

·ch-annel geometry and roughness, rate of discharge, and the 

depth of flow. 

The velocity8 coefficient may be expressed in the 

form. Jv3 
dA 


a= v3 = 

A 

3.15 
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where A·= total cross-sectional area, 

V = average velocity, 

~A = elemental area, 

V. = velocity of flow through each elemental area ~A. 
J. 

For channels of regular cross-section and straight 

alignment (i.e. flumes and spillways) the effect of non

unifo~ velocity distribution on computed velocity head is 

generally very small. It is expected to be at least less 

than 1~10. Kolupaila9 proposed that values of the coefficient 

which may reach as high as 1.50 for natural streams and 

channels. Because of ·the possibility of these extreme dif

ferences in ~he velocity coefficient between a laboratory 

model and an in si Lu prototype, the sensitivi t:.y of the dis

charge relationship might be significantly ef·fected. If the 

Coriolis coefficient is significantly greater than unity 

the discharge coefficient should effectively be reduced to 

ensure an accurate discharge measurement. Since the coeffi

cient does depend both on the discharge rate (increases with 

increasing velocity) and the channel depth (decreases with 

_increasing depth, assuming the discharge is constant), it is 

impossible to assume a single value for any given channel. 

However, be·cause this coefficient can significantly effect 

the discharge accuracy it was considered necessary to calcu

late the Coriolis coefficient for an extreme case, that is 

one for which a should be approaching a maximum. In order 

to achieve a maximum value of a, a grid of velocity measure
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ments were taken for a case of low weir height ( z = 4.0") 

and maximum flow (Q = 2.0 cusecs). The reaqings·were taken 

using ·the velocity-meter discussed "in.Chapter II. Contours· 

of equal velocity are. shown in Figure 3. 4. 

3.3· CALCULATION OF CORIOLIS .COEFFICIENT 

: 'qsing Equation ·3 .15, a _computer subroutine may bf:! ... . . 

developed to carry out the necessary calculations. The rou

tine CORLIS- was desig_ned for this purpose • 

. CORLIS (V ,xc, YG, II I JJ·, VELCOF ,AVEL,TAREA). 
The routine finds the Coriolis coefficient VELCOF, 
average velocity AVEL, and total area of flow 
TAREA,. for. any rectangular channel. V is a ttqo_

. dimensional array of size II by JJ which contains 
the measured velocities of 'flow. The dis·tance 
bt::d:.ween ea(;h column and ro.,.,., of i:he veloci tv qrid 
are stored in the respective arrays XC(II)-and 
YC (JJ) .• 

.The flow diagram· of Figure 3. 5 shows the sequence of 

·operations. ~arried out by the routine. 

3.4 EFFECT ON DISCHARGE 

Usin·g the aforementioned test section and the rou

tine_CORLIS,· it was found that the Coriolis coefficient was 

equal to 1.02·. This. -value is rela.tively small and. has little 

effect on the discharge coefficient as can be seen 
.. 

in Figure 

3.6. 

It should be made clear at this time that although 

the velocity coefficient is insignificant in the laboratory 

approach. channel, it will in all probabi.lity be significant· 
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Supply velocity grid V(II,JJ) 

Column spacing XC(II) 

Row spacing YC(JJ) 


I 

Find channel width X = 1;XC· 
Find channel depth Y = tYc7 
Total area = (X) (Y) 

1 

I 

SUM =I AVEL = 0.01
I- = J = 0 

I 
r-------------t1 I = I + I 1

'1---,.----~

I 
------------------~1 J = J + 1 I 

I 
AREA = XC. *YC. 

~ J. 
VEL = (V(I,J) + V(I+l,J) + V(I,J+l) 

I AVEL = :v:2:
1

~:!~~:/TAREA I 
I 

'----no-----( J:+:J ) 
-14------no -----<r =II ) 

y+s 
lvELCOF = SUM/{AVELj*TAREA) 

jreturnj 

),.. 

FIGURE 3.5 ROUTINE TO CALCULATE CORIOLIS COEFFICIENT 
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in a natural channel approach. It must be realized, therefore, 

that especially approach ·c~annels of shallow-depth may require 

an in-~itu correction factor for. ~he ~isch~rge ~oefficient·in.· · 

order to compensate f.or the difference in·. approach channel 

properties. This effect. ~ill give calculate~ (li~charge rates· 

that will be· slightly lower than the correct .discharge. 

3.5 	 ·THEORETICAL DISCHARGE FUNCTION--FOR COMPOUND SECTIONS 


· F·or the. devel.opment of a discharge relation for ··a 


.. compound section such as that shown in Figure 3. 7-, the charac

terist-ics of discharge may no long_er· be·· considered tttlo-dimen

sional.-· 

channel to.retain two-dimensional steady state flow conditions 

the· discharge per_ unit width must be constant_over the entire 

section· (i.e. over both subsections A and B in Figure 3 • .7). 

This.is.obviously not the case ·since the lower ~ection m~st 

definitely will carry a_greater quantity of discharge per unit 

width than the highe~ one. If it is assumed that t\'lo~dimen

sion~l flow conditions are valid for each individual crest 

one might-hypothesize that the total head is constant over 

the entire section. The specific energy does not remain 

constant since it depends on crest level$ For the assump

tion of·fixed total head, the discharge per.unit breadth and 

critical depth for each section are not constant (i.e. <lif

ferent for each crest elevation) as implie'd by Equations 
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3.7 and 3.8. 

The total discharge for any compound section may be 

easily found.as shown below, assuming a constant total head 

equal to that measured at an upstream section. Thus, using 

Equation 3.10, the increment of discharge on each segment of 

the crest may be calculated and summed to give 

0total =~a+ 0b + 0c + •••• 

N 
= 0.544/G 1: C:fB. H l.S 3 .. 16 

1i=l i cri 

where N represents the number of subsections or se~nent in 

the compound weir section. Equation 3.16 may only be used 

uniform flow conditions occur. 

3.6 TESTS FOR CONSTANT HEAD HYPOTHESIS 

For the purpose of studying the distribution of total 

head across a compound section, a large number of horizontal 

velocity and water level measurements were made upstream on 

the crest shown in Figure 3.7 for flows of approximately 1 

and 2 curves. The tests were performed both with and without 

a thin plexiglass divider between sections A and B. The 

object of incorporating the divider was to more realistically 

obtain two-dimensional flow. A comparison of the results 

obtained with and without the flow divider thus provided 

valuable· insight into the validity of the assumptions of two

http:found.as
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dimensional behaviour. 

For each weir configuration and flow rate, the total 

energy level was obtained from the upstream water surface 

elevation plus the velocity head, the latter being calculated 

using the average velocity over a vertical traverse where .the 

velocity probe was used. · Although the velocity was not uni~· 

form along a vertical, the Coriolis coefficient was taken.as 

equal to unity. Both the channel invert and the water level 

were measured using the depth gauge. 

Table 3.1 gives a summary of the results for the test~ 

For the tests with the divider plate, there was a very notice

able eddy at the upstream edge of the divider when a large 

proportiu.t' o£ th.t:: LuLoti. flow was routed over t:he .1o~1er crest .. 

This three-dimensional eddy effect can not be modelled by· 

a two-dimensional flow· theory, since it will cause an ups.tream 

energy level greater than that predicted by a two-dimension~! 

model. This condition implies that the two-dimensional mode·l 

used for the Crump weir may not be suitable for the high flow 

ranges. 

In the immediate vicinity of the junction of the two 

sections with no divider,· there was evidence of irregular 

flow. No velocity or depth readings were attempted in this· 

narrow region of disturbance at the intersection of the two 

subsections. 

The energy levels, water levels and discharge per 

unit breadth are almost identical for the section both before

http:taken.as


TABLE 3-lA 

TES'J~ #1 Q = 1.10 cfs 

Splitter 
Plate 

Side of 
Section 

WL 
(inches) 

Veloc:ity 
ft./sec. 

EL 
(inches) 

Distance 
From Peak 

Flow Per 
Foot Width 

y 

E 

s 

L 

0 

w 

8.84 
8.78 
8.71 
8.49 
8.13 
7.31 

0. (; ~~ 1 
0.776 
1. o~-

1.4 ~' 
2. (i ~; 
3 ..;;)*:.'l. 

-
.662 
.528 

8.91 
8.89 
8.90 
8.87 
8.94 
9.39 

42 
24 
18 
12 

6 
0 

.456 

.567 

.739 

.803 

.870 

.849 

H 8.84 
8.87 

8.92 
8.92 

42 
24 

.• 485 
.398 

I 8.86 .. 454 8.91 18 .336 
G· 8 .. 86 .461 8.89 12 .l92 

8.83 .674 8.91 6 .178 
H 8.46 1.96 9.18 0 .177 

N 

L 

0 

w 

8.85 
8.83 
8.80 
8.70 
8.45 
7.65 

.643 

.747 

.863 
1.08 
1.64 
3.07 

8.93 
8.92 
8.94 
8.92 
8.95 
9.40 

42 
24 
18 
12 

6 
0 

.462 

.548 

.634 

.707 

.805 

.865 

I 

i 
I 

I 
0 H 8. 86 .693 8.95 42 .517 

8.87 .. 604 8.94 24 .446 
I 8.85 .579 -8.91 18 .426 
G 

H· 

8.83 
8•78 
8.40 

.. 686 

.862 
1.83 

8.92 
8.92 
9.02 

12 
.. 6 

0 

.286 

.225 

.15-7 
.. .• 

I 
w 
0'\ 

I 
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TABLE 3-lB 

TEST #2 
Q = 2.01 cfs 

Splitter 
Plate 

Side of 
Section 

WL 
(inches) 

Velocity 
ft./sec. 

EL 
(inches) 

Distance 
From Peak 

Flow Per 
Foot Width 

y 

E 

N 


L 

0 

w 

10.23 
10.16 
10 .. 05 
9.77 
9.19 
9.48 

H 10.24 
10.26I 10.29 

G 10.27 
' 10.14

H 9.46 

L 

0 

w 

H 


I 


G 


H 


10.26 
10.18 
10.15 
10.01 
9.65 
8.80 

10.27 
10 .. 27 
10 .. 24 
10.16 
10.02 

9.37 
--'-------- 

.93 
1.09 
1.32 
1.80 
2.53 
3.76 

.98 

.96 

.88 
1.00 
1.35 
2.72 

0.95 
1 .. 13 
1.17 

-1 .. 42 
2.01 
3.38 

1.07 
1.04 

.93 
1.25 
1.49 
2.47 

10.39 
10(038 
10.38 
10.37 
1'0 .38 
11.11 

10.42 
10.43 
10.43 
10.44 
10.48 
10.84 

10.43 
10.42 
10.41 
10.39 
10.40 
10.92 

10.48 
10.47 
10 .. 44 
10.45 
10.43 
10.77 

42 
24 
18 
12 

6 
0 

.792 

.923 
1.105 
1.340 
1.395 
1.315 

42 
24 
18 
12 

6 
0 

.833 

.820 

.755 

.534 

.sos 

.472 

I 

42 .810 
24 .960 

I 
I 

18 .990 
I 

12 1.090 
6 1.182 
0 1.285 

.91342 

.88824 
18 .793 

.65712 

.5426 w 
......a4570 

0 
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and after the removal of the plexiglass sheet. A slight in

crease in discharge pver the lower section was noted when 

·the divider·was removed. This may be due to a small amount 

of discharge cascading over the section incline; 

The results of the test show that the total head is 

generally constant over the entire section no matter what the 

constriction height, either with or without the implementation 

of the divider plate. For this reason it is felt that the 

discharge function for compound sections might be based on 

two-dimensional flow ·characteristics. At the crest, the 

calculated total head ·is greater than that for the remainder 

of the channel. The reason for this apparent increase in 

cnc:;:gx· is et1si ly GAplu.incd by considering Equa C.lv.u J. 2. £he 

empirical coefficient a, is dependent on the -streamline curva

ture in the channel section. For convex flow (the type of 

flow occurring at the crest) B is always less than unity. If 

the pressure distribution coefficient is applied to the poten

tial head calculation, it would most probably reduce the to

tal head to a value similar to that obtained in the upstream 

part of the channel. 

The addition of a greater number of sections to the 

control would in no foreseeable way effect the concept of 

constant head for the section. It is, therefore, assumed 

that the above hypothesis remains valid for all compound 
f 

sections. 
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3.7 	 DISCHARGE CALCULATION FOR A COMPOUND SECTION ASSUMING 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 

Assuming a constant head, the discharge over each 

segment 	of a compound weir may be calculated independently. 

For a known constant energy level, the discharge over any 

section 	is given by Equation 3.16. Since only upstream water 

level can be measured independently of discharge, the total 

head at 	the critical section must be solved iteratively making ·. 

successive approximations to the flow rate. The routine 

DISCHAR 	was developed for this purpose. 

DISCHAR(B,H,NPTS,WLl, Bl,QCR,ACR,ECR) 
The geometry of the downstream critical section 
is given by the arrays Band H(l,NPTS). The 
water level WLl and the channel breadth B2 is 
given for the upstream section. Assuming two
dimensivi!al flvw, ch.:u:acte:ci.6ticti t.hd .~.·uu.Lii1t:: 
calculates discharge QCR, area ACR and total 
critical head ECR for the profile shown in 
Figure 2.3. H(l 1 NPTS) refers to the upstream 
invert as water level. 

The process is illustrated in the flow diagram of 

Figure 3. 8 and the completed routine is given in Appendix II .• 

If the upstream section is irregular, the upstream 

area can be introduced directly as a function of water level. 

Smith10 has developed suitable subroutines by which this can 

easily be accomplished. 

3.8 TEST RESULTS FOR COMPOUND SECTIONS 

In order to verify and refine where necessary _the 

method described in the routine DISCHAR, a series of labora

tory tests were performed on compound sectionse Four main 
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. 
1 Supply section boordinates B and H 
Supply number of section coordinates NPTS ' 
Upstream water level WLl 

\Upstream breadth Bl 

l 

Q = K = Ql = Al = 0 


A = WLl*Bl 

G·=-32.-174 


1 

r------------l EC.R = WL1. + Q2/2GA.2 j-l ... 

[ K = K + 1 lt__,___:...______._-;L 

I 
DT ·.= B (K+l) - B(K)J __ 

I 
DT < ·0.001 or WLl < H(K) 

T 
no 
I 

= ECR - (H(K) + H (K+l)) 12] 
Ir-------....1----------.-·· j ,, . C = ~.~93*(El*0.0825) 

Q~ 0.544*C*DT*g*ElloS 
NL2 = (Q2 2/g*DT2*C)O,.JJJ 

A2 = DT*WL2 

I 
Ql = Ql + Q2 

~------------~Al.= Al + A2 •
I 

K < (NPTS-2) no 
I 

yes 
I 

-E.@- no @~((Ql-Q)/Ql) < 0.001 

FIGURE 3.8 FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ROUTINE DISCHAR 
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shapes were used for thes~ tests, witJ:l the number of subsec

tions or segments varying from two to five as _shown in Figure 

3. 9. The tes·t results· are given· in Appendix c, Table 4 to 

22 inclusive.· 

(a) 

l 1 

(b) 

h
I ,_ __,_ __. 

I··~~~n .n, 
(c) (d). 

FIGURE 3.9 TYPICAL COI-1POUND SECTIONS SHAPES 

For each geometrical arrangement, the .upstream water 

level was measured for a range of known flow rates. By means 

of the routine DISCHAR the total energy_ level ECR and the 

predicted flo~ rate Ql were computed as functions of the up

stream water level. Finally the difference between the dis

charge computed (i.e. equation 3.16) and the actual (QGIVEN) 

tV"as obtained. Quanti ties are tabulated in Tables C-4 to C-22 

as follows-. 
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Column #1 QGIVEN = Measured flow rate, 


Column .#2 Ql = Flow rate by Equation 3.16, 


Colt:unn #3 ... WL = Measured. upstream water level, · 


Column ff4 ECR . - Computed energy -level, 


Column ffS QLOST = Ql -:- QGIVEN = Error in ~low rate. 


This di~ference is a measure. ·of the ina(lequacy of the. model 

based On :a ·t\'IO-dimensional premise 1 tO properly describe. the 

three~dimensional conditions of flow over a compound wei7; •. 

It is notable that this shortcoming is appreciable. The cal._. 

·	culated value for discharge becomes .increasingly g~_eater than 

the actual discharge ·as the water level increase-s. above .the 

lower part of the section. Although .j. t is· apparent from the 

previous re2ults that the total head does net fluctu~tc over 

the compound section, a two-dimensional head-discharge rela

tion is not totally valid. 

3.9 DISCHARGE REDUCTION EFFECT 

.With the above discussion serving as an introduction, 

the dis.charge loss _eff~cts may _now be considered. The typi

cal section shapes shown in Figure 3.9 .-(a) - (d) represent a 

series of .possible ~ompound shapes·. In .order to· introduce an 

·element 	of conformity for the purpose of comparing· results of 

various sections, each vertical discon.tinui ty in the section 

geometry wi~l be considered as a potential cause of 

''discharge loss" or reduction in the effective breadth of the 

lower. adjacent segment. Therefore, the discharge reduction 
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can be given 

n · 1 

where Ql = discharg.e calculated by the ·two-dimensional· model, 

Q = actual discharge, 

n = number of discontinuities ail with an equal verti 

cal distant.c. 

~hus, the five part ·section in Figure.3.9 (d) will have ·twic~; 

·the discharge reduction effect.of the three part section·

Figure 3 .• 9 (b) - other things being equal. This implies that 

~he reason for the differe·nce between calc.ulated ·and measured 

discharg~ is due to local loss effects or end ~ontractions a~ 

the transverse discontinuities in the control section. 

There are two distinct regions of discharge loss for 

each dis.co.ntinui ty, each of which appears to function indepen

dently. 

1. ·The water level is less than the higher subsection, 

2. The water level is greater than the higher sub

section .. 

A plot of discharge reduction .factor versus water depth (where 

water depth is measured from the crest of the lower subsection) 

is shown· in Figure 3.10.. The graph shows plainly the two 

distinct regions as discussed earlier • 

.'V1hen" the water level overtops .the higher section· the 


discharge reduction essentially remains constant, while the 


http:effect.of
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loss effect is dependent on water level when tQe water level 

is below the higher section. A plot of water level upstream 

versus log10 (discharge reduction factor) gives a convenient 

, 	 straight line representation for the series of curves, as can 

be seen in Figure 3.11. The general equation for a straight 

line semi-log fit is shown below 

3.18 

where 	 WL = upstream water level, 


o = effective discharge reduction,
1 


a = constant depending on the intersection of the line, 


b = 	constant depending on the slope of the line. 

Curve A represents U1e co:ndi tion for WL greater than the 

vertical discontinuity distance given by c. The remaining 

curves represent the condition where water level is below the 

higher crest for various values of vertical discontinuity 

height given by c. The intersection of these curves with the 

A curve represents the point of over-topping of the-higher 

crest .. 

The results obtained for the two part sections ·(i.e. 

a single discontinuity) were not used in plotting Figures 3910 

and 3all, since it was found that these results were not com

patible with the other section types used for the ex~eriments. 

These results are discussed more fully later in this Chapter. 

In order to simplify the series of curves developed 

in Figure 3.11, it would be necessary to consider each of the 
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variables discussed below and shown in Figure 3~12.. . 

1. Upstream water. depth Y: As the up.stream water 

level increases so ·does the end. contraction or reduction 

effect, provided the vertical·difference in weir sections (C) 

is constant. 

2. · Differ.ence ·in Sul:isection .Elevation: · (c) As.· this 

difference -increases ·the effective reduction decreases g~ven 

constant water level. 

'3 ~ · .Distance of the point of contact of the upstream· 

·water ·level from the ex~reme peak (X_) • The distance of the 

upstream· water level ·from the extreme peak depends both on C 

and ·y·. 

Since i:.ht!se variable::.; are ~nt.erdependent, it is not poss"ible 

to develqp a single curve or function that will satisfactor.ily 

represent the series of curves. 

t-X~ 

y c 
_...L.,. J,.. 

. FIGURE 3.12 CRITICAL DIMENSIONS FOR EFFECTIVE 
DISCHARGE REDUCTION 
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A routine named COEF was therefore developed to 

calculate the reduction in discharge for the given water level 

on the basis of empirical data and relationships. 

COEF(H,NPTS,WL,QCR,QLOST,QCORR) 

Given the elevation coordinates H(l,NPTS) for a 

critical section, the routine calculates the effec~ 


tive reduction in discharge QLOST, necess~ry to . 

adjust the given input value of critical discharge· 

ACR calculated by the routine DISCHAR. The adjusted 

value of flow quantity is named QCORR. · 


For the case where water depth is greater than C, the 

single Curve A is represented by Equation 3.18 allowing.a 

direct calculation of discharge reduction per discontinuity 

.for a given value of c. Since the series of curves for water 

level less than C converge, two sets of coordinates are known· 

on each of these curves; one from the convergence point and 

the other from Equation 3.19. 

3.19' 


The constants a and b in Equation 3.17 can thus ·be calculated, 

and the discharge reduction calculated for any given water 

level and value for c. The flow diagram for the routine is 

given in Figur~ 3.13, and the corresponding Fortran listing 

is included in Appendix D~ 

3.10 TOTAL DISCHARGE FUNCTION 

Using the aforementioned .routines (COEF and DISCHAR) 

a suitable driving program (see Appendix D) was developed 

to predict the discharge as a function of upstream water level. 
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Supply H(l,NPTS) 
Upstream water level WL(Critical flow QCR 

I = QLOST = 0 
N = NPTS - 3 

I 

<,_A_B_S_(.:._H-.:(_1_+_1=--)---;H--.....:(_1_+2__;)=---=)~<__:..0~·0~1;;;_.....)-- yes --~A 
-I 

H(I+l) > H(I+2)-~------- yes 

C = (H(I+2) - H(I+l))*l2 Jc = (H(I+l) 
I 

- H(I+2).)*12 
T = (WL - H (I+1) *12 L.! = (WL - H (I+2 ) ) *12. 

yes 

Y2 = c 
Yl = 0 

Q = 10** ( (C-9.5l/4.25) ).Xl == 0.0001 
X2 = lO.O**((C-9.50 

I.--yes 

no 

A= (Y2-Y1)/(lo~lO(X2) - log10 (Xl)} 

B = Y2 - A*log10 (X2) 

Q = lO**((T- B)/A)
·--------' 

fQL"OST = ;QLOST + Q I ~A-
'-------------<I = N )>-.--------~~ 

I 
yes 
I 

t~c~RR = ACR QLOSTI 
I 

jreturnf_ 

FIGURE 3.13 FLOW DIAGRAM FOR SUBROUTINE COEF 


0 
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For the series of tests used to develop Figure 3.10, the pre

dicted discharge for the method is given in Appendix C (Tables 

11- 22, Coltimn #7l. The percentage error relative to the 

measured di'scharge is· given .in Column 8 ·of the same Tables. 

These values are well within .the limits stipulated by the 

error graph in Figure. 2. 2. I·n additi.on to these sectio.ns, 

six addi~io.nal sections were tes.ted solely for the purpose .of 
. . 

independently checking the discharge· relation as derived from 

the previous. data. These sections as ..well are within th·e 

· .acceptable range of acc~racy. 

Although the discharge relation functions quite ade

quate.ly 1 there are tWO pofntS in COnjunctiOn With: the deVelOp

(i) the.~ncompatibility of the t'"?o part compound section and 

(ii) the empirical nature·of the discharge relation. 

·The discharge reduction effect for the single discon

tinuity.is·approxi~ately equal to that of the three part. sec

tiona · Therefore, this data could not be used for the compu

tation of the discha~ge relationa Although no definite solu

tion was found to explain this problem,, possible reasons are 

discussed·helow. 

With reference to Figure 3.8, a possible cause for 

the difference in the t"tv-o part section could be a boundary 

layer effect along. the plexiglass wall at the lower side of 

the constriction. .This boundary layer \tlould tend to make the 

critical section narrower which in turn would make the dis

http:quate.ly
http:sectio.ns
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charge reduction greater. It is felt, ho't'lever, that this 

argument is not valid for the following reasons. 

1. A similar boundary layer would exist for the uni

form section calibration. Therefore, the compound section 

would have no change in discharge when compared with the uni

form section. 

2. Other typical sections in Figure 3.8 have full 

water contact with·the plexiglass sheeting and their effective 

discharge reductions were compatible. 

3. The boundary layer developed on the channel sides 

was ca1cu1a e d us~ng the me o descr~ e by ·t . th d "b d Harr2sonlO • It 

was found that the thickness of the layer thus determined, i~ 

so small that it ht=~.s ltt-t-1.~ or n("\ ~ffect ':"!! th~ c~pab.!e dis

charge of the section. 

Although t~ese results do not coincide with those of 

greater subsection·numbers, the discharge relation is still 

considered valid for the following reasons. 

1. As can be seen by the results in Appendix C (Tables 

4 ~ 10) the percentage error between given and calculated dis

charge varies from zero. to about six percent. This difference 

although significant does not justify total rejection of the 

section. Several control sections now in use have discre

pancies of at least 5 percent or greater for the low flow 

ranges. 

2. In prototype applications this type of section 

would not be generally implemented. Because channel profiles 
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are usually symmetrical, the constriction would likewise tend 

to be of symmetrical shape· as shown in Figure .3.14. Even for 

rectangular sections, it would be assumed that the ·.low flow 

sec;:tion would be plac.ed in mid-section. · ·This would tend to 

give the control a more pleasing appearance. · 

.It. can, therefore 1 be seen t:-hat. although th~s· type 

of section ·does have·~ignificarit academic interest it has 

littl~ br no practical application. 

FIGURE 3.14 SYMMETRICAL CONTROL SECTION 

It was felt that an empirical solution for the dis

charge relation was the only possible one that could be used 

at this· time.; As discussed earlier- the· discharge loss effects--. 
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for two-dimension flow are felt to be local effects occurring 

at the vertical discontinuity. There are two independent 

cases ·to be consider~d at this· point.. The firs.t being· when· 

the water level is less than the height.of the discontinuity 

and the other when the water level has overt<.?ppe~ the higher 

.subsection. ·Harriso~11 . and· Hall12 have done considerable work 

on the· loss in effective discharge for flow around sharp 90° 

corners and bends. Because .the flow in this case is over a 
sloping· profile neither of these methods seem applfcable to.. . . . 

this specific prob~.emca.· Sin·ce the main purpose of· this s·tudy 
. . 

is the development·of a·stage-discharge relatio~ for proto

:t_ype ·install.atio·ns it was ·decided that the empirical solution 

is satisfactory at thi.s "c:trn~ ~ ~. th~oreticcl s~luticn may, 

however, ·incorporate the incompatible results obtained. 

3 .. 11 DROWNED FLOW CONDITION 
. ' . . . 

In the drowned· flow range the discharge is dependent. 

on.both the.upstream and: downstream water levels .. It is 

therefore, a func.tion of two variabl:e.s. When the weir is 

controlling the r$gi~en, the tail water elevation ~an be 

changed without altering the depth. of flow over ~he weir or 

the upstream water level, with discharge .remaining .. constant. 

However,· when the. weir is in the drowned condition each 

change in tail-water elevation produces a corresponding 

~hange in tb'e depth. of .flow over the ~eir. crest and the head

water elevat:ion. An extensive survey of existing prototype .. 

http:height.of
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structures of triangular shape was carried out by Burgess and 

White 4 in order to find the ratio between cr.it.ical energy 

level and control sec.tion height for the modular limit. They 

found that the average valu~ for Her/ Z ·(see Figure 3.15) at 

the modular limit to be equal. to 2.15. It must be realized 

tnat the value of ·H /· z depe·nds upon. the nature of t}:1e. ·chancr · 
~ . . 

nel prop~rt.ies. When the normal depth downstream is such ... 

that 'the total energy downstream is ·greater than Her + Z the 

control ·sect.ion will be drowned assuming no energy loss at . · · 

.the' section. The value' of Her' z there·fore I is not a constant 

Figure. 3.15 APPROACH TO MODULAR FLOW LIMIT. 
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but varies with the type of channel. A reasonable estimate 

for the 	value of the conbrol height to prevent the drowned 

condition for a given maximum discharge could, therefore, be 

estimated by · 

H .... a·z = 	 3.20
0 cr 

where 	 H = critical energy for a qiven discharge,. . c::r 
. H

0 
= 	total energy level for normal flow at maximum 

discharge. 

The vatue of z· here re.fers. to the··. lowest ·s.~ction 

level in the compound coritrol. It must be emphas.iz_ed t~at 

Equation 3 .2·0 gives only an estimate .for the minimum section 

height 	zincc they-c i:; an ~zsumptio;n of no e:nerg'.{ less at the 

control•· Sine~ ·the estimate of maximum discharge for gauging 

so. grea~ly depends upon the designer, a value of Z slightly 

·greater than that given by Equation 3.20 would be more accep

table. 

The development·of a stage-discharge relation for the 

drowned 	condition ~igh.t also be possible for compound sections 

as has 	already been don.e for uniform crests. A more de·tailed 

consideration of this problem is given in Chapter IV. 

3.12 	 STANDING WAVES IN THE APPROACH CHANNEL. 


If the flow properties in the upstream channel are 

v 

such that the Froude number is relatively high ({Gy greate-r 

than 0.5) stationary.waves may be formed in this region. 
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These waves will influence the head measurement upstream in 

two ways. 

1. The direct measurement of water level will be 

affected since the waves make it difficult to estimate the 

free water surface accurately. 

2. The waves indicate a non-hydrostatic pressure 

distribution in the channel. This will cause the value of B 

for Equation 3.1 to be less than unity. Therefore, the total 

head calculation for B = 1 is an overestimation. It was 

decided to limit the ·range of the tests in order to eliminate 

this problem. Therefore, the Froude number in the upstream 

channel always was kept less than 0.6. 



CHAPTE.R IV 


THE COMPLETE DISCHARGE 110DEL 


4•1 DEVELOPMENT OF RATING CURVE 

·In order to easily utilize the ·subroutines .develo~ed 

in Chapter III, a driving program was written for computing 

the stage-qischarge ·relation for any cornpound section•. tVhen 

in. th.e pr_ocess of desi_gning .a compound section, ~his ro":ltine 

supplie~ a quick" and easy way of checking the ~dequacy of a 

particular·section • 
. · 

The only_ input required is the physical geometry of 

the control and gauging section, and the incremental water 

levels desired for the s~age-discharge relation.- The driving 

routine· then makes .use of the subroutines BOTTOM10·, DISCHAR, 

and COEF.in· that prder to calculate the discharge and speci- · 

fie energy ·for a given wa·ter level. The routine terminates 

if the-following condition becomes critical. ·The Froude num

ber in the approach channel becomes significantly large so · 

that standing waves might occur. 

. The. specific-ations for the routine are given in the 

figure below, while a Fortran printout is given in Appendix D. 

Driving Routine (Input,N,npts,NN,DWL,Bl,G: 
Output,WL,ECR,DISCHAR) 

The routine calculates the rating curve for 
a compound control section ·given the critical 
section coordinatas B and H(l,NPTS) and the 
upstream channel width Bl. 

57 
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Input: 	 N is i of sections to be calibrated 
NPTS is # of coordinates in section 
NN is # of stages for calibration 
DWL is incrementation of water level 
Bl is the upstream channel width 
G is acceleration due to gravity 

Find elevation of lowest section IL above 
approach channel from routine BOTTOMI 

I

., WL = DWL + WLI__ 

CALL DISCHAR(QCR,ACR,ECR) 
CALL COEF(QCORR) 

rFROUDE = QCORR/ (t'lL*Bl*SQRT (G*WL) >1 

FROUDE •.GT. 0 • 6 '>---4-:z~··~H:::;.---.;.., 

r.o 

----- '---_ ___._.&w&Lv~------"-~I = NN 

ye-E 

IPrint warning for too high Froude # l-

~------~~U~LV~-------------~J = N 
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A typical rating curve for a given compound section 

.is shown in Figure 4.1. The three stage-discharge curves 

shown represent the following models. 

Model· 1 

This is a one-dimensional model assuming a uniform 

velocity distribution at the critical section. The routine 

WIERFL10 was used for the purposes of this calculation. 

Model 2 

This two-dimensional model assumes that the total 

energy line is horizontal over the crest and equal to the 

total energy measured upstream. The routine DISCHAR is used 

for calculating discharge from a given water level on the 

follo\ving basic assun1ptions. The dimensionlcs::; discharge 

• . 0825coefficient over each section is g1ven by Cf =1.293Hcr 

and th~ total discharge is equal to the sum of the discharges 

over each section as given by Equation 3.16. 

Model 3 

This curve represents a three-dimensional model since 

it considers the local loss effects occurring at the vertical 

·d~scontinuitiese Using th.e discharge calculated by Model 2 · 

the routine COEF subtracts a suitable correcting discharge 

for the given section. 

The actual discharge is represented by experimental 

points on the rating curves As can be seen by Figure 4.1, 

the three-dimensional model is far superior to the other two 

for predicting the discharge accurately.· 
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The curve should not be drawn for water levels of less 

than 0.1 feet, due to the explosive nature of errors below 

this level. Therefore if a minimum discharge for gauging is 

given the section can be altered by the following means to 

meet this specification. 

1. If the minimum discharge is below the rating 

curve, the width of the lower section will have to be decreased 

to achieve this minimum. 

If a maximum discharge specification is given for the section, 

one of the following alterations to the section will become 

necessary. 

1. If maximum discharge is not obtain~d for the 

wider or higher relative to the upstream channel base, thus 

increasing the discharge capacity. 

2. If the maximum discharge is below the maximum 

point on the rating curve the section might eitner be made 

narrower or lower, thus decreasing discharge as well as cost. 

The curve should also be checked to ensure that a 

reasonable flow of water is passing through the lower ~Ub

section independent of the remaining sections. Since it is 

desirable that this section take the entire flow for the 

majority of time, approximately five percent of the maximum 

discharge would seem to be a reasonable amount. 
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4.2 ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM 


This type of measuring device has several advantages 

over the conventional systems now being used for this purpose. 

1. The range of discharge that can be measured to a 

greater degree of accuracy is significantly improved. With 

a segmental arrangement, the initial change in water level for 

a given change in discharge may be increased thus allowing 

measurement of low· flows with a higher degree of accuracy. 

2. Since the placement of subsections is relatively 

arbitrary the control can easily be designed to accommodate 

irregular channel geometry, or unusual downstream stage-dis

charge relations. 

3. The rcmo~al of interio~ dividing ~ier3 almoot 

totally eliminates the possibility of drift material being 

collected at the c.ontrol section. This is especially impor

tant during the period of spring breakup, as ice flows could 

be passed by this type of section relatively easily. Since 

the water level is usually high during this period (well 

above the lower crest) there is very little possibility of 

ice being lodged across the narrower, and lower section. 

4. The gentle approach slope will encourage the 

passage of·sediment over the control more freely as opposed 

to the abrupt broadcrested sections which tend to allow 

extensive sedimentation in the approach channel. 

5. The mild downstream face directs a large component 

of the discharge momentum in the direction of the downstream 
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channel flow. This will help to decrease downstream channel 

erosion and therefore decrea$e the necessary cost of bed 

protection. 

5. Because of the nature of the section geometry, 

insitu construction is made easier and therefore less costly· 

for the following reasons: 

a) 

b) 

no internal dividing piers are necessary, 

no curved sections are used thus decreasing the 

cost of formwork, 

c) the subsections could be made from independent 

precast sections, thus reducing the necessacy 

formwork. 

IS. For the tests performed the sm~ll at the 

crest did not allow the formation of a nappe. Since no free 

jet is formed there will be no discontinuity in the rating 

curve because of this effect. 

7. Once this type of measuring device has been prove~ 

on the prototype scale there will be no necessity for 

field calibrations. Unlike sections with curved cross-sections 

the coefficients for discharge do not change when the cross

sectional shape is altered. Therefore, no matter what the 

variation in cross-sectional shapes, the discharge model 

developed in Chapternais still valid. A laboratory model is 

not necessary for each prototype .installation used. 

a. The computer model for the compound control allows 

the study of a variety of cross-sectional shapes for any field 
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design to be carried out -both quick:ly and efficiently. 

4.3 DISADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM 

Although the·· compound control has several advantages 

that make its pract~cal application look both promi~ing and 

desirab~e~· there are also some disadvantages to its applica

tion.· 

·1.· The non-conformity of some of the (single di~con-· 

tinuity) .data obtained is rather unsatisfactory but as dis-· 

cussed ea.rlier, ~hese .·results will not in all probability 

affect the_suitability of" the method for practical inst~lla-

.tions. Some explanation of this incQmpatibility would, 

however, increase confidence in t~e model. 

·2. · Because of the lower· compound section, the overall 

h~ight of the weir must be increased to prevent the possi

·bility of-drowned flow conditions occurring. 

· 3. Surface wear at the well defined corners will tend 

to decrease the sensitivity of the rating curves. careful 

consideration. must_be.used in construction in order to make 

the ·corners .as durable _as possible. 

4•. Althoug~. the problem of a nonuniform velocity 

distribution in 1the upstream section is not soleli applicable 

to compound sections, it must ~e considered .as a possible 

source of inaccuracy in the discharge relation. As discussed 

ln Chapter III, it·might be necessary· to vary the discharge 

relation if the effect seems significan~~ 
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4.4 COMPARISON TO PREVIOUS RESEARCH 


The results of the laboratory tests performed by the 

author agree to a reasonable extent with the tests perfor~ed 

by Crurnp3 , Burgess and White 4 , and Smith6 • 

The dimensionless coefficient of discharge for a 

straight line cross-section varies only slightly with work done 

by the authors mentioned above. This can easily be expla~ned 

due to the control section profile. As discussed earlier both 

the downstream and upstream slopes of the section effect the 

discharge relation. 

Crump assumed that the energy level remains constant. 

for a compound Crump weir, a property that has .been duplicate·~. 

by the section used in :this L·epo.rt. He al&o .i.nLcouu«.;~u a:u 

effective discharge reduction due to the dividing piers intro

duced in his model. These piers caused an increase in upstream 

water level of a similar nature to the vertical discontinui-. 
I 

ties. 

4.5 CONSIDERATIONS OF FURTHER RESEARCH 

The design and construction of a prototype section 

would give invaluable information with regards to the prac

tical applications of the model. Using other acceptable 

methods for measuring discharge (velocity-area or chemical 

dilution) a check on the validity of the model could easily 

be made. Considerable information could also be gained.on 

the possibility of harmful effects occurring in the channel 

http:gained.on
http:L�epo.rt
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due to the introduction of the control section. 

The discharge relation for the compound sections 

might be extended to include drowned flow conditions. If a 

successful extension of the discharge relation for drowned 

flow could be made, the overall height of the control section 

could be reduced. This not only decreases the cost of con

struction but also the upstream water level and thus the dis

tance upstream affected by the backwater curve. 

4.6 PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 

The control would be useful in any stream or channel· 

that due to natural conditions has a fluctuating discharge 

rate, The i.ncre;.,sed ra~ge ot accn!"a.cy would make t.h.e r-esults 

of the 'control more beneficial for any project that requires 

high accuracy water quantity measurements. 

The section might also be used in the design of small 

dams or spillways. As well as a measuring device, the step_. 

like nature of the control would act as an automatic regula

tion gate. During periods of ~ow flow, the lower section 

alone would pass the excess discharge of the reservoir.- At 

flood peaks, the entire section could be used to allow a 

sufficient flow of \-tater to pass to prevent overtopping of 

the dam. 

4.,7 SUMMARY 

With the results obtained using a compound control 

http:accn!"a.cy
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section of triangular profile an empirical model was deve

loped which will establish the stage-discharge relationship 

for any similar section. The sensitivity obtained for the 

relation is well within the limits of the instrumentation 

used. Although some non-conformity was noted for a particu

lar section shape, it was considered that the elimination of 

these results did not significantly affect the validity of 

the model. The computer routines developed for the discharge 

model make the iterative calculation of rating curves an , 

efficient and highly accurate process. 

It is felt that the implementation of this model 

to prototype situations will give a high degree of sensiti

vity for discharge, especially ........;" situationo "where the dis

charge fluctuation is extreme. 
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APPEND.IX A 


DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS AND TERMINOLOGY 


Artificial Control A. constriction section,_ which for a 
Section 

. given range .·of flows renders the up.-_.· 

stream elevation of the water surface· 

'· . independent of the· water surface down- . 

s.tream·. Under these. ,conditions the dis

. charge is a function only-~£ upstream 

. water level •. 

Backwater - ThP wat~r profll~ back~t:f '-~!:' b~hind ·a 

control when it is introduced to a chan

nel •. 

Crest - The line or area defining the upper 

surface of that portion of a weir over 

whl:.ch·the water flows. 
. . 

Critical Flow ~ The flow condition in which the total 

.energy is a minimum for a given discharge. 

Under these conditions the Froude number 

is equal to unity. 

Crump· Weir - A Crump weir is a triangular profile 

weir with a.n upstream slope of 1.2 and 

a downstream slope of -1.5. 

Discharge - Volume of water flowing through a given 
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Drowned Flow 

Mean Depth 

Froude Number 

Modular Flo~ 

Nappe 

One-Dimensional 
Flow 

Rating curve 

Stage 

Two-Dimensional 
Flow 

Three-Dimensional 
Flow 

cross-section in a unit of time. 

- Flow over a control section is drowned 

when it is affected by changes in the 

downstream energy level. 

- Depth obtained by dividing the cross-

sectional area of flow by the free sur

face breadth. 

- A dimensionless number obtained by 

dividing the mean velocity by the square 

·root of the product of the mean depth 

~nd the acceleration due to gravity. 

- Flow over a control section. when the 

upstream level is indepenaent of the 

downstream level. 

- Free jet formed by the flow over a weir. 

Flow of a fluid for which the velocity 

is constant for a given discharge and 

section area (i.e. V = Q/A). 

- A plot of discharge versus upstream 

water level for a given weir section. 

-	 Water level measurement. 

- Flow of a fluid for which the velocity 

varies as a function of the water depth 

(i.e. V = V(y)). 

-	 Flow of a fluid for which the velocity 

varies both as a function of water 
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depth and breadth (i.e. V = V(b,y)). 

Uniform Flow - Flow in which the energy line, the longi

tudinal water surface profile and the 

channel bed are all parallel. 

Velocity Head 	 The head measured in terms of the liquid 

flowing and equal to the square of the 

mean velocity divided by twice the acce

leration due to gravity. 

Weir - An overflow structure which may be used 

.for controlling upstream surface level 

or measuring discharge. 

SY~BOLS 

A 	 cross-sectional area at -a given section, 

B 	 - channel breadth at the water•s surface, 

c - a measure of the vertical discontinuity 

in a compound section, 

- dimensionless coefficient of discharge, 

- the total head at any point measured 

relative to some fixed datum, 

G 	 - acceleration due to gravity, 

H - total head at the upstream section mea

sured relative to the channel invert, 

H - total energy at the upstream section cr 
measured relative to the lowest crest, 

Q measured discharge from a control section, 
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WL 

y 

·z 

a 

.. z 

- mean. velocity of. flow for a given dis

charge and cross-section, 

water level· at t"he. gauging po~n·t up

·stream.from the control, 

measured water depth·, 

- channel·bottom measurement relative to a 

. fixed datwn; 


Co~iolis coefficient, 


.coefficient of curvature·., 


he~ght 
.. 

of the lowest· weir crest above 


·the channel invert. 



APPENDIX B 


WEIR SPECIFICATIONS FOR FIELD APPLICATION 


The following recommended weir specifications are 

based on the results obtained during the course, of the experi

mental work plus the information obtained from various lite

rary sources as discussed earlier. Since this type of section· 

has never been used in practice the recommendations are 

necessarily on the conservative side. 

WEIR POSITIONING 

The weir block should be located in a straight reach 

of channel which contains no local obstructions with ·an even 

bedslope. The channel should be reasonably straight for a 

sufficient distance upstream in order that a normal velocity 

distribution be developed at all discharges. It is essential· 

that the channel section be as uniform as possible with a· 

regular and preferably small roughness coefficient. This 

will keep the value of the velocity distribution coefficient 

close to unity and may therefore make any correction unneces

sary. 

The weir should be symmetrical with respect to the 

approach channel with the lowest ·subsection in the center 

of the control. It would also be advantageous to choose a 

symmetrical channel reach; 

74 
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WEIR GEOMETRY 

For the results of_ the laboratory research to be 

applicable the control· should have an upstream slope. of 1 

(vertical) to 3a5 (horizont~l) and a downstream slope of 1 
.. 

(vertical) to 4 (horizontal). Th~ inter~ectlon 9f these· 

s.lopes should form. a straight line ·crest for ea.ch subsection. 

The· cres·t; Qf each subsection .must also form a horizontctl · 

straight line.across ·the chann~l constriction. The vertical 

distance· ·between sub$ections and horizontal crests intersects, 

· . at· 90· degrees •.. 

· ·In order to maintain the discharge-rela~ion charac

.texistics- as developed 'in. the report,. the control secti~n 
. . 

mu!!t nt)t b2 trunca-ted be:r,·~~d the :!=ccpta~lc l:!.!:l.it::. 

and dow~~tream l.engths should be. not less le SHcr for the 1 


to 3.5 ·slope and 2.0H · for the 1 to 4 slope respectively, 
. cr · 

.where H r.is the maximum head over the lowest crest for-modu
0 

lar flow. The elevation of upstream truncation must not be 

greater than t~e crest hei(]ht of the adjacent .. lower section. 

For.operatiol) in the modular.flow range it 'is neces

sary to set the lowest crest level in order that the normal 

depth downstream will not cause _a.drowned flow condition to 

occur at the lowest section. 

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS 

··concrete ie probably the only acceptable material 

which can be used for the control block construction. It 
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should have a smooth cement finish or be covered with a smooth 

non-corrodible material. The crest and the sloping crests 

should posse~s a durable well defined corner to prevent 

undue wear because of the abrasive nature of critical flow. 

The crests could possibly be made of precast concrete however, 

care must be taken to achieve proper alignment and a suitable 

sealant applied to prevent leakage between subsections. 

The choices for the number of subsections and the 

size of each are obviously two design variables that must 

essentially be left to the discretion of the design engineer 

in charge of implementation. These variables obviously 

depend on the variability and range of discharge to be gauge·d 

felt however, that a three part section as shown in ~igure 

2.3 with equal height outer subsections would be applicable 

for most cases. The width and elevation of. each subsection 

will of course depend on the discharge. The lower section 

should have suitable capacity to take the total stream flow 

independently for low discharge periods. It is suggested 

_that.approximately five percent of the maximum discharge be 

carried by this section. This would of course imply that 

this center section would carry the entire flow for the majo

rity of the time3 

FIELD MEASUREMENTS AND THEIR ACCURACY 

As discussed earlier the stage should be measured far 
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enough upstream to be free from drawdown effects caused by 

the control section and yet close enough to the control that 

any losses due to friction along the channel may be neglected. 

A reasonable distance for this measurement upstream from the 

control is lOHcr· This reading would most probably be taken 

using a continual recorder since the variation in stage relates 

directly to the variation in discharge thus giving continual 

discharge records. 

High Froude numbers in the approach channel may indi

cate the presence of surface waves that will affect the head 

level reading due to the non-hydrostatic pressure distribu

tion in the flow. It is, therefore, recommended that the 

t:'!hann.e l -?pproach Froude number be less th~n 0. 5. 

In laboratory tests the Coriolis coefficient was 

taken as unity. If this is not the case for the prototype 

model the upstream head will be underestimated in turn making 

the discharge less than the actual. Since this coefficient 

depends on both channel properties and discharge, no single 

value can be assigned to it at this time. 

The section geometry at the control should be measured 

within tolerable limits and the upstream water level must be 

referenced with the lowest crest of the control. 

With the estimated errors for the above measurements 

a similar plot to that shown in Figure 2.2 can be drawn for 

any section thus giving the error in discharge expected for 

the calculated Her· In practice it would not be reasonable 
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to use flow heads of less than 0.1 foot since the errors in 

head measurements are critical at this low flow. 

DISCHARGE EQUATION 

The basic discharge equation for modular flow for the 

compound weir is given by the following equation 

n n-11 5
Q = ! (0.544 GCf B.H • ) - 1': Q

i=l i l. cri j=l ltj 

where n = number of subsections, thus (n-1) discontinuities, 

Q = total measured discharge, 

B = individual section breadths; 

Her = upstrea.m f:otal he=id mint!~ the secti~n height, 

Cf = dimensionless discharge coefficient, 

Qlt = lost i~ discharge due to section elevation changes. 

Since the equation is iterative (i.e. discharge must 

be known to find H r) a computer solution can best be used 
0 

to develop a stage versus discharge plot (see Figure 4.1) 

which can be used directly to find discharge. The use of a 

co;mputer solution also yields the added advantage of rapid 

calculation, therefore allowing several different shapes to 

be studied before a design is finalized. The dimensionless 

0 0825discharge. coefficient is given by c = 1.293 H • while
f cr 

the specifications for o1 t are represented graphically in 

Figure 3.10. 
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APPENDIX D - FORTRAN LISTING OF SUBROUTINES 


c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
~ 
·c 

THE ROUTINE FINDS THE CORIOLIS COEFFICIENT VEL~Oft AVERAGE CHANNEL 
VELOCITY AVE.L' AND TOTAL AREA OF FLOW TAREA'. FOI~ A·N~v' RECTANGULAR SECTION. 
V IS· A Two· DIMENSIONAL ·ARRAY OF SIZE. Ir BY. JJ, WHICH CONTAINS fHE .. 
MEASURED VELOCITIES OF FLOW. THE DISTANCE BETWEEN EACH ROW 
AND COLU~N·OF THE VELOCITY GRID ARE STORED IN·THE RESPEVTIVE ARRAY~ YC(JJ) 
AND XC~Il>• . 

DIMENSION V ( I I 'JJ) 'XC (I I ) 'Y( ( JJ)
III=I·I-1 . . 
J'JJ=JJ-1 .. 
X=O.O · . . 
DO 10 I=ltlii' 
X=X+XC <.I.·) 

10 	CONTINUE 
Y=Q.O 
DO 20 J=ltJJJ. 
Y7 	 Y+ YC(J): 

20 	CONTINU~. 
TAREA=X*Y: · 
SUM=AVEL=O • 0 . 
DO. 30 · I·=lt I.I I. 
DO 30. J=l ,JJJ .· 
X=XC( t·\ 
Y=YC(J) 
AREA=X~-Y 
.VEL:(V(J,J) + V<I+.ltJ) + v·<ItJ+I) + V<I+ltJ+l))/4eO 
SUM=<VEL**3>*<AREA) + SUM 
AVEL~AVEL~VEL*<AREA/TAREA1· 

30 	CONTINUE . 
TSUM=<<AVEL)**3>*TAREA . 
VEL C0 F:: SUM l T. SUM. . . . 
WRITEC6t4~1 AVEL,TAREA,VELCOF 

44. 	FORM~T(///t3~~ FOR SECTIO~ ~ITH AVERAGE VELOCITY =tF!0.2t3Xt 
1 llH ANO A~EA =tFl0•2t///·3X,23H VELOCITY COEFFICIENT .=,Fl0•4> 

RETURN. . 
END 

.107.·· 
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c 
c THE GEOMETRY OF THE DOWNSTREAM CRITICAL SECTIQN IS GIVEN BY THE ARRAYS 

·s,H.(l,NPTS>. THE WATER LEVEL ~Ll AND THE CHANNEL BREADTH Bl IS GIVEN ..c 
·c FOR THE UPSTREA~,,.- SECTION. ·ASSUMING ·Two:....oiMENSIONAL .FLOW CHARACTERiSTICS 
c THE ROUTINE CA~tULATES DIStHARGE QC~' AREA ACR' AND THE TOTAL HEAD ECR FO 
c TYPE OF PROFILE SHOWN IN.FIGURE 2,3. 
c 

DI~ENSION B(l2ltH(l2)· 

G=32.174 · 

Q::;O~O 

Q=WLl*Bl*0.5 

A=WLl*B~ . 


3 0 	 ECR=WL 1 + ( Q'iHf-.2) I ( 2 • O*G*.( .A**2)) . 

Ql=Al=O•O 

K=O . 


. .. 10 	 K=.K+l 

A2=Q2=0.0 . 

.I.F<ECR.·GT.H(K) .AND.ECR.GT"HCK+ll) GO TO 5. 

GO TO 15 . 


5 	 DT=BCK+l}-B(KJ . 

IF<ABS<DTl.LT.0.601) GO TO .. l5 

IF<WLl~LT.H(K)l GO TO .15· 

E i = E C R- <H o(. >+.H <K +1 > >l 2 • 0 

C=1.293*<El**0.0825) 

WL2=< (Q2**2)/(G*<DT**2l*tl)**0.33333. 
A2=DT*WL2· · 

1 5 	 Q 1 =Q 1 +Q 2 . 
Al=Al+A2 
IF<K.LT.fNPTS-2)) GO TO. 10 
IF(A85((Ql~Ql(QlloLT.0.001) GO TO 20 
Q=Ql 
GO 	 TO 30 . · 

20 	 QCR~Ql 
ACR=Al 
RETURN 
END 

·,A-.,.. 
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SUBROUTINE COE'"F { H, NP T S 'WL 'QCR 'QLOS T 'QCORR) 

c 
C GIVEN THE ELEVATION COORDINATES H(ltNPTS> FOR A CRITICAL SECTION THE. 
C ROUTINE CALCULATES THE EFFECTIVE REDUCTION IN DISCHARGE QLOST' AND THE 
C REVISED VALUE OF DISCHARGE QCORR FROM THE GIVEN INPUT VALUE OF CRITICAL 
C DISCHARGE QCR. 
c 

DIMENSION HCNPTS·) 

QLOST=O.O 

N=NPTS-3 

DO 20 I=i,N 

a=o.o 

IF(ABSCHCI+1)-H(I+2ll.LT.0.1) GO TO 100 


10 	 IF(H(I+1l.GT.H<I+2)) GO TO 50 

C=CHC 1+2>-H( 1+1) >*12.0 

T:(WL-H(I+l))*l2e0 

GO TO 75 


50 C=(H(l+ll-H(I+2))*12•0 

J=(WL-H(I+2) t*12.0 


75 IFCT.LT.C) GO TO 750 

o~Io.o**<<c-9.50>14.25) 
GO 	 TO 100 

750 	Y2=C 

IFCT.LT.O.O) GO TO 100 

Y1=0.0 

X1=0.0002 

X2~10=0*4(((-9:5n~/~e25) 

A=~Y2-Y1)/lALOG1UCX2)-ALOGIOCX1)) 
8= Y2 -· A*ALOG10CX2) 

Q=lO.O**((T-8)/A) 


100 QLOST=QLOST+Q 

20 	 CONTINUE 


QCORR=QCR-QLOST 

RETURN 

END 


http:o~Io.o**<<c-9.50>14.25
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PROGRAM TST (INPUTtOUTPUTtTAPE5=INPuTtTAPE6=0UTPUT) 
c 
C THIS IS A DRIVING ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE RATING CURVE FOR 
C A COMPOUND CONTROL SECTION' GIVEN THE CRITICAL SECTION COORDINATES 
C B AND H(l,NPTS) AND THE UPSTREAM CHANNEL WIDTH Ble 
C N IS THE NUMBER OF SECTIONS TO BE STUDIED. 
C NPTS IS THE NUMBER OF COORDINATES FOR A GIVEN SECTION• 
C · NN IS THE NUMBER OF WATER LEVELS TO BE USED FOR T~E RATING CURVE• 
C DWL IS THE INCREMENTAL VALUE USED FOR WATER LEVEL• 
C Bl IS THE APPROACH CHANNEL WIDTH. 
C G IS THE ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY. 
C B AND H<ltNPTS) IS A ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY CONTAINING WATER LEVELS• 
c 

DIMENSION B(l2)tH(l2) 

REAL IL · 

READ 5tN 


5 	 FORMAT(I5) 

DO 15 J=ltN 

READ lOtNPTStNNtDWLtBltG __ 


10 FORMAT(2l5t3Fl0.3l . 
READ 20t(B(M)tH(M)tM=lt~PTS) 

20 FORMAT<2Fl0.2) 
PRINT 200 

200 FORMAT(*· DISCHARGE WL · HCR 

1 *t//) 

CALL 8 0 T T C ~~ { H ~ N P T S ~ ! L !i W L M .ll. X ) 
WL .= ll 

DO 30 I=l,NN 

WL=WL + DWL~ 


CALL DISCHAR<BtHtNPTStWLtbltQCRtACRtECR) 

CALL COE~(HtNPTStWLtOCR,QLOS1tQCORR) 

FROUDE=QCORRI<WL*Bl*SQRT<G*WL)) 

IF(FROUDE.GT.0.6) GO TO 88 

PRINT gO,QCORRtWLtECR 


80 FORMAT<3F20.3L. 

30· CONTINUE 

88 CONTINUE 


PRINT 90 
90 FORMAT<* FROUDE NUMBER IN APPROACH CHANNEL GREATER THAN 0.6 *> 

PRINT 33 

33 FORMAT<!Hll 

15 CONTINUE. 


STOP 

END 


http:FORMAT<3F20.3L
http:FORMAT(2l5t3Fl0.3l
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